Barriometry - an enhanced database of accurate barrier heights for gas-phase reactions.
The kinetics of many reactions are critically dependent upon the barrier heights for which accurate determination can be difficult. From the perspective of attaining such quantities using computational quantum chemistry, it is important to appropriately validate routine and efficient methodologies such as density functional theory (DFT) procedures. In the present study, we embark on the journey of establishing diverse databases using a consistent high-level quantum chemistry procedure, against which new and existing methodologies can be assessed. Thus, we have used the composite protocol W3X-L to provide more than 100 refined reference values for existing databases [e.g., Y. Zhao and D. G. Truhlar, J. Phys. Chem. A, 2005, 109, 5656] and additionally establish benchmark data that are of interest to atmospheric and combustion chemists. While our endeavor has just begun, assessment of various DFT methods with our existing results lends support to the use of MN15 as an adequate method for general kinetics applications. We also recommend the use of less-costly W2X and WG composite protocols for obtaining adequately accurate reference thermochemical values for larger molecular systems.